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Design perfectly

Create consistently

Offer comprehensively

Hit precisely



The world-famous designer has created a collection of LED luminaires 

for us. The idea of the project is to combine the magic of light with a 

highly energy-saving lighting system. Cooperation with the designer is 

part of our strategy, in which we focus on combining innovative, pro-

ecological technological solutions with top-shelf design.

Marzena Lesińska

Management Board Representative for Marketing

Dorota Koziara 

has designed 

a luminaire line for us



Dorota Koziara has a wide approach to design, as a designer she also deals 

with the promotion of design, company development strategy through 

design and design criticism. She’s been designing for many renowned 

companies. 

For many years she has also been the curator and organiser of exhibitions 

promoting design in the international field 

Her works have been presented at numerous exhibitions in Poland

and abroad, including in Milan, London, Paris, New York, Berlin, Tokyo 

and Zurich. 

She has been the laureate in the international sculpture competition “Third 

Millennium” in Italy for the installation of “12 Angels” in Tuscany, Italy. 
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Light is a great inspiration for me. This is one of the most mystical 

phenomena that have ever existed. Without it, there would be no life. 

This source of energy, which we observe from the moment of birth, is our 

guide. It allows us to explore the world, its shapes, colours and processes. 

But light is also a magical phenomenon that unites us at the table and 

connects us with the entire Universe. The phenomena associated with it, 

such as chiaroscuro, rainbow or flashes, were often perceived in different 

cultures as signs or messages. Hence the name of my collection - Messaggio.

Dorota Koziara



I consider light the most magical phenomenon. 

It brings out shapes, builds the atmosphere and 

allows us to explore the world we live in. Lena 

Lighting invited me to cooperate and I am very 

happy that together we have created products 

that will help you illuminate your everyday life.

Dorota Koziara

A designer, artist, interior architect, art director  

and exhibitions curator. 



Messaggio is a balanced combination of the highest quality design, 

intelligent technologies and art, which provides extremely wide arrangement 

possibilities.

It’s a collection which allows to create multi-coloured variants of luminaires. 

The combination of their different versions – suspended, wall and floor 

luminaires - allows for creating phenomenal lighting and decorative 

compositions.

The LED modules used in the luminaires ensure a high level of energy 

efficiency. The steel, robust, yet visually subtle housing can be painted in 

two different colours from the RAL palette, both inside and outside. 

Messaggio luminaires are also available with DALI control as option, 

which allows you to adjust the luminous flux. Our team of engineers and 

technologists can also program the luminaires according to the specific 

needs of investors and architects to enable light control in multi-luminaire 

compositions. 
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Messaggio luminaires are unconventional. They combine minimalist 

universalism with a subtle, avant-garde flair and bold colours, which 

gives the interior a unique flavour. They are available in the full range 

of RAL colours, as well as in combinations proposed by the designer 

herself. A single product can also be bicolour.

In design, recent years have focused on individualism. Personal 

needs, views and preferences is what matters. The design of the 

Messaggio luminaires follows this direction. Colour, just like light, 

affects our emotions. Modern science and medicine – especially 

psychology – devote a lot of space to both of these phenomena. 

Unlimited colour combinations will make the space suitably tailored 

to individual requirements and sense of aesthetics. Thanks to this, 

you can create a positive, comfy space to rest or work.



Messaggio luminaires are as universal as unconventional 

They perfectly fit into almost any style, and at the same time 

enliven the interior with the dynamics of their form. Balanced 

proportions, thoughtful variants and varied colours provide 

unlimited solutions. 



The collection provides huge decorative possibilities.  

It can help create fanciful ceiling compositions or entire light walls. 

The Messaggio collection is the first line in the history of the brand 

that includes hanging, floor-standing and wall lamps. They can be 

installed individually or in the form of collective spatial compositions. 

Compositions provide the opportunity to create interesting 

decorative solutions.

C O L L 
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Luminaires from the Messaggio collection, available in various colours 

and sizes, can be used to create effective lighting compositions designed 

according to architect’s individual ideas. 

The combination of versions – suspended, at different levels, wall lamps of 

various sizes and free-standing luminaires, allows you to create phenomenal 

arrangements that will work in many places such as hotels, restaurants, art 

galleries, shopping centres, representative spaces, as well as private homes.
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Messaggio

Light source: LED module

Rated power [W]: 18 - 64

Luminous flux [lm]: 1100 - 5400

Colour temperature [K]: 2700, 3000, 4000

Mounting method: suspended

Body material: steel

Body colour: any from the RAL palette

Dimensions [mm]: 
1230/701/80, 1230/1261/80, 
1230/1541/80 

Suspended version
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Light source: LED module

Rated power [W]: 2

Luminous flux [lm]: 100 - 150

Colour temperature [K]: 2700, 3000, 4000

Mounting method:
surface-mounted,  
wall-mounted

Body material: steel

Body colour: any from the RAL palette

Dimensions [mm]: 200/130/140

XS wall lamp
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Light source: LED module

Rated power [W]: 18 - 64

Luminous flux [lm]: 1100 - 5700

Colour temperature [K]: 2700, 3000, 4000

Mounting method:
surface-mounted,  
wall-mounted

Body material: steel

Body colour: any from the RAL palette

Dimensions [mm]: 
128/701/106, 128/1261/106,
128/1541/70

Wall lamp
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Light source: LED module

Rated power [W]: 23 - 44

Luminous flux [lm]: 1400 - 4500

Colour temperature [K]: 2700, 3000, 4000

Mounting method: free standing

Body material: steel

Body colour: any from the RAL palette

Dimensions [mm]: 280/1246, 300/1807

Free-standing version



Being aware of the importance of environmental protection behaviours and future 

generations inspires us to put maximum effort into offering the highest quality, energy-

efficient products; and to make sure that the entire process and technology of their 

production do not have a negative impact on the ecosystem.

Our efforts and their effectiveness have been confirmed by the ISO 14001 certificate.  

This means that Lena Lighting has successfully implemented an environmental management 

system. The overall goal of this system is to create conditions for the functioning of the 

enterprise in order to minimise the negative impact on the natural environment. We have 

already succeeded, but we are going to continue our journey and invest in technology  

and knowledge aimed at care for the natural environment.



lenalightinglenalighting


